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What is 
LinePour?

The LinePour system records all 

draught dispense activity on your 

premises, allowing you to assure that 

your bar is maximising profit yields 

regardless of who’s in charge.

Data can be accessed onsite and via the 

internet from any location.  Our product 

is proven highly effective in monitoring 

operational activities, as well as volume 

and revenue.

LinePour is an affordable 
dispense monitoring 
system, the very best in 
terms of quality, reliability 
and value.

Key Features

Informed decisions from actionable reporting.

Instant data.

Competitive edge.

Improved working relationship between staff, manager and owner.

Trend awareness.

Early diagnosis of dispense issues.

Reduced operating costs.

Pinpoint staff training issues.

Irrefutable cross-check of delivery, stock and dispense figures.

Serve quality maintained with monitored line cleaning.

Sales volumes by brand, bar location, date and time allow informed 

stocking decisions to be made for maximum revenue.

Accurate evaluation of promotions and new products.



How it works
These sensors are then cabled to the 

LinePour hub located in the cellar. The 

hub is connected by an ethernet cable to 

the venue’s router. Data is then pushed 

to our cloud server and processed into 

readable information.

The LinePour cellar system gives you 

24/7 remote and on-site access to 

accurate live data that gives you greater 

control over your business, and helps 

you to maximise your profits.

Flow and temperature sensors are 
installed in various locations around 
the cellar and bar as required by 
the customer.



Did you 
know?
Did you know that filling your drip trays with 

a pint of waste beer per day is the equivalent 

to over £1,000 per year in lost profit (based on 

£3 per pint)?

Did you know that from an 88 pint keg, you 

should show till sales of 93 pints?

The LinePour system allows you to monitor 

beer flow to maximise yields from every keg, 

to an achievable 105% yield. This is achieved 

by monitoring pouring habits and preventing 

bad practice such as over pouring, and staff 

giving out free drinks.

150 trays
(5 pints per day)

90 trays
(3 pints per day)

30 trays
(1 pint per day)

£90

£270

£450Losses per month*

150 trays
(5 pints per day)

90 trays
(3 pints per day)

30 trays
(1 pint per day)

£1080

£3240

£5400Losses per year*

*Based on £3 per pint.
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